ABSTRACT Three types of defects of preimplantation embryogenesis contribute to the developmental arrest of cleaving human embryos: blastomere fragmentation, abnormal nuclear status and chromosomal disorders. Data concerning the relation and succession of these abnormalities during first mitotic cycles of the human zygote are controversial and mainly empirical at present. In this study we have performed simultaneous evaluation of blastomere fragmentation, nuclear apoptotic changes and the ploidy of four chromosomes (1, 5, 19 and X or 18, 21, X and Y) in 193 human embryos. Another group of 28 embryos was subjected to TUNEL for confirmation of apoptosis in blastomere nuclei. Nuclei with apoptotic chromatin were seen in nearly 1/10 of blastomeres of embryos with good morphology and in more than 1/5 of blastomeres of embryos with more than 20% fragmentation. The correct number of investigated chromosomes was registered in 85.2% of successfully tested embryos. Chromatin apoptotic changes are the only limiting factor for the success of chromosomal FISH tests. Nearly 1/2 of embryos with at least one apoptotic nucleus were chromosomally abnormal. For the embryos that contain only normal nuclei, the rate of ploid normality was more than 89%. The rate of euploidy was higher (66%) in embryos with a significant degree of cell fragmentation. Moderate cell fragmentation was not related to significant increase of chromatin and chromosomal disorders. In a substantial portion of abnormal blastomeres, chromatin damage preceded cell fragmentation. Nuclear destruction in human blastomeres was illustrated by fluorograms of different stages of chromatin lesions.
Introduction
The success rate of assisted reproductive techniques in human is relatively low. Despite the efforts to improve the conditions of gamete and embryo culture, implantation rate per embryo rarely exceeds 15% (Hardy et al., 2002) . This suggests that the low implantation rate could not be a result only of the procedure or in vitro conditions, but real features of oogenesis and early embryogenesis are involved. These features concern both in vitro and in vivo conceptions and contribute to the low human fertility (Buster et al., 1985 , Handyside, 1996 .
Criteria for embryo selection before intrauterine transfer are mainly morphological characteristics and, in a limited number of IVF (in vitro fertilization) centers, chromosomal normality. Main morphological scores are: adequate cell number and volume; the degree and pattern of blastomere fragmentation; presence of multinucleated and anucleated blastomeres. Preimplantation genetic tests are performed only in special cases -parental chromosomal defects or sex related diseases, advanced maternal age, recurrent miscarriages or multiple unsuccessful IVF attempts (Munne, 2003) .
Chromosomal investigations of cleavage stage embryos show that ploid errors could be one of the main causes of low implantation rate of human embryos (Munne, 2003 , Delhanty, 2001 ). There are data (Evsikov and Verlinsky, 1998 , Fulka et al., 1999 , Hunt and Hassold, 2002 ) that chromosomal abnormalities are consequence of low or absent efficiency of cell cycle checkpoints during the final steps of female meiosis and first mitoses of the zygote (male meiotic checkpoints are fare more effective). Cell cycle errors result in unexpectedly high incidence of ploid abnormalities in mature oocytes and apparently normal cleaving embryos (Evsikov and Verlinsky, 1998, Fulka et al., 1999) . Investigations of the whole chromosomal set reveal that only about 25% of cleavage stage human embryos contain only chromosomally normal cells (Wells and Delhanty, 2000) . There is no strict correlation between morphological and ploid abnormalities. Chromosomal errors occur in all morphological classes, but are observed more frequently in fragmented and arrested embryos (Delhanty, 2001 , Coonen et al., 1994 , Magli ei al., 2000 , Munne et al., 1995 , Pellestor et al., 1994 . In the last years several working groups investigate the defects of nuclear number and morphology. They register abnormal number of nuclear structures in approximately 1/3 of cleaving embryos (Balakier and Cadesky, 2004, Van Royen et al., 2003) . Interphase blastomere nuclei can be classified as follows: mononucleated, mononucleated with micronuclei, binucleated, multinucleated, apoptotic (Chatzimeletiou et al., 2005) . Binucleated blastomeres contain two equal-or rarely unequal-sized nuclei, most often with normal chromatin appearance. Probably this kind of multinucleated blastomeres occur after normal karyokinesis without subsequent cytokinesis, i. e. they could be referred to the cell cycle faults (Hardy et al., 1993 , Pickering et al., 1995 . In these cases no increase of the rate of chromosomal errors is observed (Kligman et al., 1996) . In the multinucleated blastomeres (containing more than two relatively small nuclei) the rate of chromosomal abnormalities is very high. Multiple small nuclei and micronuclei could arise by abnormal organisation of the mitotic spindle, anaphase lagging or nuclear fragmentation. This could be a manifestation of an apoptotic process in a dying cell. This idea is supported by the fact that nuclear apoptotic changes are more common in fragmented or arrested embryos, i. e. embryos with poor developmental prognosis (Jurisicova et al., 1996 , Warner et al., 1998 . According to other authors, blastomere fragmentation is not a result but a cause of nuclear apoptosis or these two processes are not related (Antczak and Van Blerkom, 1999 , Martinez et al., 2002 , Van Blerkom et al., 2001 . For instance, multiple nuclei could arise by abnormal packing of the chromatin after mitotic division (Kligman et al., 1996) . Although it is clear that blastomere fragmentation, cell cycle errors and apoptosis decrease embryo viability and pregnancy rate, the data about relation and succession of these phenomena are empirical and controversial at present. In an earlier study, we have scored abnormal chromatin distribution (nuclear fragmentation and condensation) in human embryos with good morphology (Delimitreva, 2002) . Chromatin abnormalities were observed in a substantial portion of embryos with no or minimal blastomere fragmentation. These results suggest that nuclear lesions precede cell destruction and are rather a cause than a consequence of cell fragmentation.
In the present study, we have investigated the relation between the following embryonic characteristics: the degree of blastomere fragmentation, apoptotic chromatin lesions and chromosomal status. The results derived from embryos donated for research after successful and unsuccessful IVF cycles were compared.
Results

Morphology
A total of 108 embryos were donated after successful and 103 after unsuccessful IFV cycles. Prior to fixation, all 211 embryos (stage 3 -10 cells) were classified according to their blastomere fragmentation. Proportions of morphological classes A, B and C were relatively equal -69 embryos (33%) in class A, 79 (37%) in class B and 63 (30%) in class C.
Chromatin status
One hundred and eighty-three embryos were prepared for simultaneous evaluation of chromatin status (by fluorescent reaction of the chromatin counterstaining) and chromosomal normality (by FISH). Ninety-four embryos in this group were from women who achieved pregnancy and 89 from non-pregnant women. Total number of fixed blastomeres was 919. In 46 of them, neither nucleus nor clear nuclear remains were observed -28 necrotic cells and 18 enucleated blastomere fragments. Chromatin status of non-fragmented nuclei with pale even fluorescent reaction or mitotic chromosomal sets was defined as normal. Fragmented, flocculent or contracted nuclei and nuclei with heterogeneous chromatin consistence demonstrating clusters with bright reaction, were defined as abnormal. Discrepancy between phase contrast observations before blastomere fixation and fluorescent images was noticed. Fluorograms of normally and abnormally looking nuclei are presented at Fig 1. Fig. 1A shows a nucleus with normal chromatin appearance and normal number of chromosomes 18 and 12 (green and red respectively). The images 1B, 1C, 1D and 1E are arranged according to the presumable chronology of chromatin fragmentation and condensation. Some of the abnormal images were derived from blastomeres described prior to fixation as normal and mononucleated (1B and 1C) and the rest -from blastomeres initially defined as multinucleated (1D) or enucleated (1E). 
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A total of 873 nuclei were observed. In 742 (85%) of them chromatin status was concerned normal and in 131 (15%) -abnormal. There was no difference between the proportions of abnormal nuclei from pregnant and non-pregnant women -15.3% (71 out of 463 nuclei) and 14.6% (60 from 410) respectively.
Chromatin status / morphology
The rate of nuclei with abnormal chromatin status (Table 1 ) was approximately equal in class A and class B embryosrespectively 9.6% (28 abnormal out of 291 available nuclei) and 12.2% (34 abnormal from 278, 0.01<Pχ 2 )<0.05). The percentage of abnormal nuclei was significantly higher in class C embryos -22.7% (69 from 337 available nuclei, P(χ 2 )<0.001).
Chromatin status / mitotic rate
Approximately 19% (34) of embryos had at least one blastomere with abnormal nucleus. This proportion was higher in embryos at advanced cleavage stage (Fig. 2) . Before the start of third mitotic round, at 3-and 4-cell stage, 12% of observed nuclei (36 from 302) were abnormal and 18% of embryos (16 from 87) had at least one abnormal nucleus. Before completion of third mitotic round (5-to 8-cell stage), 15% of nuclei (79/502) were abnormal and 15% of embryos (13/88) had abnormal nuclei. We noticed that the percentage of abnormal nuclei was significantly higher (P(χ 2 )<0.001) in embryos with completed third mitotic round (with more than 8 cells). Abnormal nuclei were 23% (16/69) distributed in 63% of embryos in this group (5/8).
Ploid status
Fifty-two embryos were tested for chromosomes 1, 5, 19 and X and 131 -for chromosomes 18, 21, X and Y. FISH reaction was scored only in normal nuclei. In cases with two normal nuclei in one blastomere, each nucleus was scored separately. According to the established criteria (Munne et al., 1998) , fluorescent spots noticeably larger or smaller than other signals in the same nucleus were considered non-specific hybridization. Paired small signals and signals found in close vicinity to each other were counted as one, as they represented reaction for two sister chromatids. Successful FISH reaction was registered in practically all normal nuclei, except two fixed folded. In our earlier studies (Delimitreva, 2002 , Delimitreva et al., 2001 we have noted that FISH reaction is not reliable in nuclei with any degree of chromatin condensation. FISH signals were observed in some fragmented and flocculent nuclei with relatively homogeneous chromatin, but the number of spots was chaotic and not useful as a result. Most often, some of locus-specific signals but not centromeric ones were lost in fragmented nuclei ( Fig. 1F ) This situation could be wrongly recognized as monosomy or nullisomy of a certain chromosome. Chromosome status of embryos was determined if at least two successfully hybridized nuclei were available for 3-and 4-cell stage embryos or at least three reacted nuclei were observed in embryos with more than 4 cells.
Ploid status of tested chromosomes was determined in 169 embryos. The rest 14 embryos did not have sufficient number of normal nuclei. Normal chromosome number was observed in 144 embryos (85.2%). For the two groups of embryos the rate of ploid normality was very close -for chromosomes 1, 5, 19 and X this rate was 83%, for chromosomes 18, 21, X and Y it was 86.1%. Fifteen embryos (8.9%) were mosaic, 4 (2.4%) -aneuploid, 4 (2.4%) -chaotic and 2 (1.2%) embryos were triploid. There was no difference in the rate of chromosomal normality for pregnant and non-pregnant women -it was 86.2% (75 normal embryos from 87 successfully tested) and 84.8 % (69 from 82) respectively. Comparison of morphological, ploid and chromatin status of embryos donated after successful and unsuccessful IVF cycles are summarized in Fig. 3 .
Ploid status / morphology
The distribution of embryos with abnormal ploidy in classes A, B and C is presented in Table 2 . There was no reliable difference between ploid normality of class A and class B embryos -85% and 86.8% respectively, P(χ 2 )>0.05. For class C this rate was slightly different -42 successfully tested, 35 of them were normal (83,3%), 4 mosaic, 1 aneuploid, 2 chaotic. The difference was more pronounced (P(χ 2 )<0.001) when chromatin abnormalities were included in the calculations. The rate of total normality was calculated as a relation of chromosomally normal embryos and all tested embryos, i. e. embryos with high proportion of fragmented and condensed nuclei (not defined by FISH) were recognized as abnormal. For class A it was 83.6% (51 from 61), for class B - 
Chromatin status / ploid status
We have registered 25 chromosomally abnormal embryos. They were more frequent among the embryos with at least one abnormal nucleus. Abnormal nuclei were observed in 35 embryos, but only 20 of them had sufficient number of normal nuclei for evaluation of ploidy. Eleven of them were chromosomally normal (55%), 2 -triploid, 3 -mosaic, 3 -chaotic and 1 -aneuploid. The rest of observed embryos (194) had only normal nuclei, 133 of them were chromosomally normal (89.3%), 12 mosaic, 3 aneuploid and 1 chaotic.
TUNEL
Twenty-eight embryos at 3-6-cell stage were fixed in paraformaldehyde and subjected to TUNEL. A total of 141 blastomeres were examined, 5 of them had necrotic appearance. Signs of advanced apoptosis (nuclear fragmentation and/or uneven chromatin condensation) were observed in 17 blastomeres (12.5%). Apparently normal nuclei were seen in 119 blastomeres (87.5%). Presence of DNA breakage, which is one of the signs of apoptotic process, was demonstrated by positive TUNEL-test in 8 of them (6.7%, Fig. 5 ). The total rate of apoptosis was 18.4%.
TUNEL / morphology
The rate of advanced nuclear destruction (chromatin condensation and/or fragmentation) differed in classes A, B and C (Table  3) . It was 10.1% for class A, 8.3% for class B and 17.6% for class C. The rate of early apoptotic changes in apparently good nuclei was 2.9% for class A (1 nucleus with normal chromatin and positive TUNEL / 34 normal nuclei), 6.8% for class B (3/44) and 9.8% for class C (4/37). There was no significant difference between the data for class A and B. For class C data were noticeably different (embryo number was not sufficient to register statistically reliable difference, P(χ 2 )>0.05). The proportions of apoptotic nuclei registered by TUNEL and chromatin fluorescent reaction were very similar (Fig. 6) .
Discussion
In published studies on multinucleated blastomeres, only the number of nuclear structures is commented. Our detailed observations of all fixed blastomeres suggest that it is necessary to specify the definition of blastomere multinucleation -chromatin defects and even advanced apoptotic changes can be observed in apparently normal mononucleated blastomeres; registered multinucleation could be a result either of nuclear fragmentation, or of failed cytokinesis after normal kariokinesis; some anucleated cells or big fragments are blastomeres with dying nuclei. Abnormal chromatin distribution, except for multinucleation, is not commented as a possible reason for failures of FISH tests in preimplantation chromosomal surveys. As far as we know, our study is the first that focuses on this question. Our modified airdrying fixation applied before FISH seems suitable for simultaneous estimation of nuclear destruction and ploidy. We have noticed that some simultaneously fixed neighbor nuclei had different rate of FISH success and this was always related to different rate of chromatin condensation. We assumed that in these cases, the absence of FISH signals was not caused by failed hybridization but by chromatin lesions. There are classical morphological criteria for nuclear apoptosis, accepted even before the biochemical and genetic fenomena related to cell death were understood. Our images of abnormal nuclei were similar to the pictures of apoptotic nuclei seen in various tissues as well as in mammalian preimplantation embryos (Mohr and Trounson, 1982, Potten et al., 1987) . That is why we supposed that nuclear abnormalities observed by us were related to apoptosis. To verify this hypothesis, chromatin distribution and DNA breakage were investigated in a group of embryos with preserved nuclear and cell membranes fixed in paraformaldehyde. The presence of apoptotic process was confirmed by nuclear morphology and positive TUNEL. Nearly the same proportions of normal and abnormal nuclei were registered by TUNEL and chromatin fluorescent reaction. These facts support our previous assumption that in human preimplantation embryos nuclear lesions tend to precede cellular fragmentation and nuclear apoptosis can be seen in a substantial portion on embryos with good morphology (Delimitreva, 2002) . Discussing the condensation of the chromatin as a sign of nuclear apoptosis, the asynchronous division in mammalian embryos should be taken into account -in some neighbour blastomeres unequal chromatin condensation could be a result of initial chromosomal condensation in early prophase. In addition, asynchrony of mitotic cycles of the blastomeres may lead to doubtful interpretation of double or split FISH signals in interphase nuclei before and after DNA replication (Pujol et al., 2004) . In this study, dying nuclei were observed in nearly 1/10 of blastomeres of good embryos (class A and B) and more than 1/ 5 of class C embryos. The chromatin in these nuclei shows apoptotic lesions. This was supported by images of fragmented and/or condensed nuclei and the positive TUNEL-test in apparently normal nuclei. Our results are in accordance with the hypothesis that in preimplantation embryos cytoplasmic and nuclear destruction are relatively independent and the links between them differ from those in the later developmental stages. It is well known that cell cycle regulation in preimplantation embryos is very specific -the start of mitosis is not related to cytoplasmic growth and the checkpoints are not effective. In the damaged cells, apoptotic self-destruction is an alternative of mitosis and is controlled by the general cell cycle mechanisms. The relative independence of nuclear apoptosis from the cell fragmentation observed in our study represents additional evidence for the oddity of the cell cycle in preimplantation embryos. The percentage of chromosomally normal embryos was calculated by two approaches: as a portion of successfully tested embryos (termed ploid normality) and as a portion of all tested embryos (total normality). In the first case, embryos with a substantial proportion of damaged nuclei that precludes reliable FISH were excluded from the calculations. In the second case, embryos with damaged nuclei were included in the group of abnormal embryos. Both total and ploid normality were very similar for class A and B embryos. That means that minimal blastomere fragmentation is not related to increase of chromosomal abnormality. Ploid normality was slightly lower for class C embryos in relation to class A and B. The difference was considerably higher for the total normality. The most likely explanation is that in the group of embryos with poor morphology, a considerable portion of nuclei with abnormal ploidy start apoptosis, their ploid status cannot be defined and part of chromosomally abnormal embryos remains untested. The embryos involved in this study were tested for four chromosomespart of them for X-chromosome and a set of autosomes (1, 5, 19), which are not frequently involved in late fetal loss. The rest of the embryos were tested for chromosomes 18, 21, X and Y. It is known that aneuploid combinations of these chromosomes are the major part of karyotype abnormalities in newborns. The rates of ploid normality in both groups were close -83% and 86.1% respectively. As we expected, the percentage of chromosomally normal embryos registered by us was higher than reported in the studies investigating 7 -10 chromosomes , Marques et al., 2000 , Rubio et al., 2003 , Staessen et al., 2004 . We must have in view three groups of factors, contributing to the relatively high rate of ploid normality -the selection of the patients, exclusion of arrested embryos and exclusion of blastomeres with condensed, flocculent and fragmented nuclei (regardless of the presence and number of FISH signals).
Most of the studies investigating the rate of chromosome abnormalities at cleavage stage are based on analysis of embryos derived form patients with pour prognosis to achieve pregnancy (advanced maternal age, multiple implantation failures, recurrent spontaneous abortions), arrested embryos are also included. In our study only couples with good prognosis were involved -female patients were between 23 and 38 years old, at least 5 mature oocytes were aspirated and at least 4/5 of the oocytes were fertilized successfully. Nuclear abnormalities in blastomeres are related to defects of mitotic spindle and cytokinesis (Chatzimeletiou et al., 2005 , Kligman et al., 1996 . It is known that the rate of ploid errors is very high in abnormal blastomere nuclei. According to our observation of the chromatin status, a substantial part of abnormal nuclei display morphological features of apoptotic destruction and hybridization in them has partial success. On the other hand, apoptotic blastomeres can not cleave and their genetic defects could not be inherited in the in the next cleavage stages. These are the reasons to analyse FISH results only in normal interphase and mitotic chromatin. We think that exclusion of fragmented, flocculent and condensed nuclei is related to the low rate of chromosomal abnormalities registered by us. There are some attempts to select embryos after PGD for up to ten chromosomes (Bielanska et al., 2002 , Munne, 2003 . It was supposed that the replacement of selected embryos would improve considerably the success rate of IVF procedures. Two conclusions were obtained -first, the increase of implantation rate was not significant and second, slight decrease of embryo loss after implantation was achieved . This could be explained by the following facts -first, only one or two blastomeres per embryo are tested in PGD and the conclusion could be wrong because of mosaicism; and second, probably even serious disturbances of the embryonic chromosomal set are compatible with early pregnancy (Delhanty, 2001 ).
Investigations of all chromosomes in all blastomeres of nontransferred embryos by comparative genome hybridization (CGH) revealed that 1/4 of human cleaving embryos contain only chromosomally normal blastomeres (Wells and Delhanty, 2000) . CGH is not suitable for routine PGD so far, because it requires prolonged in vitro culture of the embryos. Besides, it does not solve the problem with mosaicism. In general, the potential of preimplantation chromosomal testing for selection of most viable embryos (apart from cases with known family problems) remains questionable and this approach is applied in a very limited number of IVF centers (Munne, 2003) . In most fertility clinics, like ten years earlier, the selection of replaced embryos is based on their morphology , Giorgetti et al., 1995 , Hoover et al., 1995 . In our IVF center the practice is the same. It is to a certain extent hazardous approach. In this study we have investigated embryos from patients with good prognosis to achieve pregnancy. No difference was noted in the proportions of morphological, chromosomal and chromatin abnormalities for embryos donated after successful and unsuccessful IVF cycles. That means that supernumerary embryos from unsuccessful procedures (at least these with relatively good morphology) are adequate source of data for studying the contribution of chromosomal disorders, nuclear and cell destruction to the early embryonic loss.
In conclusion, our results showed that the minimal cell fragmentation is not related to increase of the proportions of blastomeres with abnormal chromosomal and chromatin status. Our detailed observation of chromatin distribution in all fixed blastomeres showed that the conventional microscopic estimation of nuclear normality can be inadequate. This was illustrated by fluorograms of consequent stages of nuclear destruction in human cleavage stage embryos. Apoptotic chromatin lesions are the only limiting factor for the success of FISH investigation. Nearly 1/2 of embryos with at least one apoptotic nucleus were chromosomally abnormal. For the embryos that contain only normal nuclei the rate of ploid normality was close to 9/10. The rate of euploidy was higher (66%) in embryos with significant degree of fragmentation. In a substantial portion of abnormal blastomeres chromatin damages precede cell fragmentation. Although the aim of this work was not development of an embryo selection approach, our results could contribute to specification of criteria for new non-invasive embryo classification and selection systems, which are being introduced in several laboratories (De Plachido et al., 2002 , Hardarson et al., 2001 , Moriwaki et al., 2004 . In addition to the practical benefit for IVF treatment, investigations of the correlations between blastomere fragmentation, nuclear destruction and cell cycle disturbances could be useful for the understanding of the causes and mechanisms underlying the developmental arrest of human preimplantation embryos.
Materials and Methods
This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Preclinical University Center -Medical University of Sofia and the patients gave informed consent for the supernumerary embryos to be used for scientific research. The investigated embryos were donated for research purposes in the cases when more than the required number of embryos with good morphology and adequate mitotic rate were available on the day of embryo transfer. Only couples with good prognosis for achieving pregnancy were involved in our study. The mean maternal age was 33 years (range 23 -38). In order to prevent involvement of unknown prezygotic factors, which may decrease the chance for pregnancy, patients with less than five mature oocytes and fertilization rate less than 4/5 were excluded from the study.
Ovarian stimulation
The IVF and embryo transfer procedures were carried out according to the protocols applied in the Human IVF Unit based at the Department of Biology, Medical Faculty of Sofia (Vatev, 1988 , 1992 . Pituitary down-regulation was achieved by treatment with gonadotrophinreleasing hormone analogue (Decapeptyl, Ferring-Leciva, Czech Republic or Synarel, Syntex Laboratories, USA). Ovarian stimulation was induced using human menopausal gonadotrophin (Humegon, Organon, Holland or Pergonal, Serono, Italy) or recombinant follicle stimulating hormone (Puregon, Organon). Transvaginal follicular aspiration was performed 36 hours after human chorionic gonadotrophin injection (Pregnyl, Organon or Profasi, Serono). Embryos were cultured in Medicult culture media (MediCult, Denmark) or ASP-100 medium (Scandinavian IVF Science AB, Sweden).
Morphology evaluation
A total of 211 normally fertilized embryos (originated from two-pronuclear zygotes) were included in this study. The embryos in which cell division was not observed for the last 24 hours before fixation were determined as arrested and excluded from the study. The cleaving embryos were fixed 50 -52 or 74 -76 hours post insemination, respectively at 3-7 cell stage and 6-10 cell stage. The presence of cell fragments was examined before the fixation. According to the rate of blastomere fragmentation, embryos were subdivided into three morphological classes -class A (without any blastomere fragments), class B (cell fragments occupied up to 20% of intrazonal space), class C (cell fragments occupied up to 50% of intrazonal space). Embryos with apparently necrotic cells, non-translucent cytoplasm, unclear cell borders and more than 50% fragmentation were excluded from the study. Two-cell stage embryos were also excluded, because a substantial part of them were classified as arrested.
Ploidy evaluation
A hundred and eighty-three embryos were prepared for fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH). They were tested for four chromosomes in two FISH rounds. Zonae pellucidae were removed by Tyrode solution, pH 2.5, adjusted by HCl. The embryos were incubated for 5 min at room temperature in hypotonic solution (1% sodium citrate with 5% BSA to prevent adhesion to the dish), dropped in minimal volume onto immediately cleaned by acetone slides and fixed by freshly mixed methanol/acetic acid (3:1). Fixation was controlled under phase-contrast microscope. Fixative was dropped and dried till the complete disappearance of the cytoplasm. The place of fixed blastomeres was carefully marked by diamond pencil. The slides were kept at -20…C until the FISH testing. Following FISH probes were used: α-satellite DNA specific for centromeric regions of chromosomes 1, 5, 19 and X, FITC labeled (Boehringer Mannheim, Austria), CEP 18 Spectrum Green, for the centromeric region of chromosome 18 (Vysis, Germany), LSI 21 Spectrum Orange -a locus specific probe for the long arm of chromosome 21 (Vysis), centromeric probes for X chromosome, FITC labeled (Q-biogene, Germany), CEP X Spectrum Green (Vysis) and Y chromosome classical satellite probe, Texas Red labeled (Q-biogene).
The embryos prepared for FISH were divided into two groups. A group of 52 embryos was tested for chromosomes 1, 5, 19 in the first FISH round and for X chromosome in the second one. The remaining group of 131 embryos was tested for chromosomes 18 and 21 in the first FISH round and for X and Y in the second one. Between the two rounds slides were immersed for 10 seconds in distilled water at 71…C to remove hybridized probes, dried at 60…C for an hour and dehydrated in ethanol (70, 85, 100%). We used commercially obtained hybridization mixtures for Vysis and Q-biogene probes (for chromosomes 18, 21, X and Y) and "in-house made" mixture for BoehringerMannheim probes (1, 5, 19 and X) . It contained 60% formamide, 10% dextran sulfate 500 000, 2 mg/ml sonicated salmon sperm DNA (Sigma), 0.1 mg/ml human Cot1 DNA (Boehringer Mannheim) and directly labeled hybridization probe in final concentration 1-2 ng/µl (for each chromosome) diluted in 2XSSC, pH 7. The same FISH protocol was used for both commercial and home-prepared mixtures and for both FISH rounds. A drop of 3.5 µl hybridization mixture per embryo was applied under 10X10 mm coverslips. Nuclear DNA and probes were denatured simultaneously for 3 minutes at 75…C and hybridized for 4 hours at 37…C in a humidified chamber. FISH results were examined using Olympus BX60 microscope (Olympus, Germany) equipped with digital camera (Olympus, VC45) and software from MetaSystems (ISIS, MetaSystems, Germany).
Simultaneously with the scoring of FISH signals, the appearance of the chromatin of each nucleus was evaluated. Chromatin status of observed nuclei was defined as normal or abnormal according to the presence of nuclear fragmentation and/or uneven chromatin condensation.
Evaluation of DNA breakage
In order to evaluate the presence of early apoptotic changes in embryos with different rate of cell fragmentation, a group of 28 randomly chosen embryos from all morphological classes were subjected to terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated dUTP nick endlabeling (TUNEL). Zonae pellucidae were removed by acidified Tyrode solution and embryos were immediately fixed for 10 minutes on clean slides in freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS pH 7.3. After drying, slides were stored at -20…C until further use. All reagents and the manual for TUNEL procedure were provided by R&D Systems (TACS TdT In Situ Apoptosis Detection Kit, R&D Systems Europe, UK). Briefly, previously fixed embryos were dehydrated in ethanol series and air dried at 50…C for at least one hour, permeabilized in Cytonin (commercially provided solution) for 15-20 minutes and subjected to terminal transferase reaction with biotinylated nucleotides for an hour at 37…C in moist chamber. After washing in stop-buffer (provided ready for use) and PBS, labeled DNA nicks were visualized with streptavidin-fluorescein conjugate. The nuclei were counterstained with 125 ng/ml DAPI (4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, Sigma, USA) and 3% DABCO (diazibicyclo[2.2.2]octane, Sigma) diluted in glycerol/PBS (9:1) and examined by fluorescent microscopy on Olympus BX60 microscope.
Statistical method
Statistical analysis was carried out using χ 2 -test. Differences were considered significant when P(χ 2 )<0.05.
